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In the current issue of the Journal, Wells et al,

describe the results of deriving left ventricular (LV)

ejection fraction (EF) values from planar radionuclide

ventriculography (RNV) images that are not conven-

tionally obtained via best septal view planar imaging,

but rather by reprojecting gated blood pool SPECT data

as planar RNV images.1 This is a topic of relevance for

laboratories having SPECT-only cameras which are

requested to perform gated blood pool scans.

The most common reason for requesting RNV

studies is to monitor possible cardiotoxicity caused by

chemotherapeutic agents, such as the use of anthracy-

cline-based chemotherapy to treat breast carcinoma in

adults2 and to treat Hodgkin disease (HD) in children.3

Serial RNV studies of EF during therapy provide a

sufficient means of avoiding drug-induced congestive

heart failure.4 Some published guidelines for evaluating

anthracycline cardiotoxicity in children advocate using

both echocardiography and planar RNV studies.5 How-

ever, as treatment protocols can extend over several

weeks or months, serial evaluations of EF are required,

so that in general serial measurement of EF for children

is performed by echocardiography,5 but for adults is

performed by planar RNV as it has been considered the

best non-invasive EF method.6 Subjects can be followed

for 10 years or more because features of abnormal car-

diac function will sometimes appear only many years

later after completion of treatment.7,8 Reproducibility is

therefore critical for serial studies of patients undergoing

chemotherapy. Changes in EF as small as 10% may be

interpreted as clinically significant. These changes are

not accompanied by corroborative symptoms and deci-

sions to initiate or withhold potentially life-saving

therapy may be based solely on the EF values.

So, what is one to do now, in 2013, in a laboratory

without a planar gamma camera, but with a solid state

detector that can only perform SPECT, not planar,

imaging? How does one relate an EF value obtained by

this newer technology to serial EF values obtained by

the older planar RNV studies acquired with Anger

cameras?

Planar EFs have long been the desired means of

evaluating EFs because of the simplicity of the imaging

conditions. Planar RNV imaging also provides diastolic

filling parameters, which progressively deteriorate with

anthracycline therapy, along with phase histograms and

fairly robust visual images that can be used for quality

control and to corroborate significant changes in the

value of EF. In terms of acquiring images, it is relatively

undemanding to identify the angle for the best planar

septal LAO view. In terms of processing acquired data,

automated algorithms are often successful at generating

LV and background regions that are satisfactory, but

when they require manual correction, the process of

manually drawing a ROI to isolate LV activity is fairly

straightforward. So, it is the simplicity of the imaging

setup in combination with the simplicity of data analysis

that facilitates reproducible EF values. It is considered

feasible to obtain planar EF values with a reproducibility

of 4-5%.9,10

No test is perfect, and the shortcomings of planar

RNV imaging have long been recognized. Because red

blood cells in the lungs in front of and behind the LV

contribute to cross talk counts, along with scattered

radiation from other non-ventricular structures, counts in

the ROI intended to isolate the LV may be contami-

nated. Subtracting average background counts as

estimated using neighboring regions helps to correct for

tissue cross talk, but the major impediment to planar

RNV EF absolute accuracy is variability from one

patient to another in the degree of contamination by

atrial counts overlapping LV counts. Patients have a

range of relatively large to relatively small LV atria,

which are variably located in relation to the LV. Fre-

quently, it is not possible to distinguish the LA visually

with any degree of confidence. This is the reason that

has most frequently been cited as to why 2D planar RNV
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EFs are not identical to 3D SPECT RNV EFs, such that

these are not interchangeable.11 SPECT RNV EFs nev-

ertheless appear to be accurate. Comparisons between

SPECT RNV and cardiac MRI EFs have found statisti-

cally similar values, with Pearson correlation

coefficients ranging from r = 0.89-0.95.12,13 In addi-

tion, SPECT RNV EF calculations that are based on

count thresholds are as reproducible as planar RNV

EFs.14

So, for a laboratory having only solid state SPECT-

capable detectors which is requested to assess EF for a

patient who has previously had a succession of planar

RNV studies, there appears to be no reliable way of

obtaining comparable EFs. Wells et al, offer a solution

in that one can produce two EFs: a SPECT EF value

comparable to what would have been obtained by MRI

and another planar EF value derived by reprojecting

SPECT data that should be comparable to what would

have been obtained with a planar gamma camera.

Referrals of patients having chemotherapy will

likely grow as the number of patients increases and

considering that many of the newer classes of chemo-

therapy drugs also have a spectrum of cardiotoxic

effects. A valuable aspect of Wells’ work is that it may

open a pathway for Nuclear Cardiology practitioners to

bridge the gap between their serial EF values previously

obtained with planar cameras and the possibility of

performing all future serial RNV studies as SPECT

RNV with solid state cameras.

The work of Wells et al also leads us to reflect that

while the reproducibility of these methods (with stan-

dard errors of 4-5%) in a controlled research setting

appears to be just adequate for monitoring chemother-

apy, the consequences of spurious error in this setting

are potentially quite serious. That there are no corrob-

orating clinical manifestations imposes demands on a

method being considered as a replacement to an estab-

lished technique that is very robust in average clinical

laboratories. As we integrate newer technologies, this

may be a good time to further develop new study

designs and to critically evaluate the accuracy, repro-

ducibility, and robustness of the various methods of

following patients having chemotherapy and to reeval-

uate the appropriateness of all EF methods.
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